Outback S-Lite
Affordable GPS with sub-meter accuracy.

Add a level of precision to your operation this season
with the Outback® S-Lite GPS Guidance System. At a fraction of the cost of
competitive GPS Systems, the S-Lite is the affordable solution for your operation.
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Straight Guidance

Contour Guidance

Simply selecting the “A” and “B” points,
the S-Lite takes over and begins guiding
on perfectly straight, parallel passes,
spaced exactly the width entered during
set-up. The operator can do straight
passes in any order, skip some and come
back, if desired. Want to leave a space
between passes or adjust your line for
satellite drift? Simply snap the AB line
using Outback’s Snap AB feature.

For irregular shaped fields and
terraces, switch to the Contour
Mode and the S-Lite will provide
accurate guidance from the previous
pass. The S-Lite can run off multiple
contours in a single field. In addition,
when creating the outside pass in
contour, the S-Lite will automatically
calculate the perimeter area.
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Sub-Meter Accuracy

Optional ESP Coverage

The S-Lite provides superior accuracy without the need
for a subscription. Utilizing Crescent receiver technology,
the S-Lite achieves sub-meter accuracy and is the ideal
replacement for foam markers.

The S-Lite comes with a standard one year warranty. You
can upgrade to a full 2-year ESP (Extended Service Plan) for
maximum protection. Contact Outback Guidance for details.

Getting Started
It only takes a few minutes. Simply vacuum cup the
console to the cab window, connect power and antenna
cables, place antenna on the cab, set swath width and
select guidance mode. It’s that quick and simple.

Return to Point
Need to leave the field for some reason? Just press the
“Stop Guidance” button. The S-Lite saves the job and the
last point. When you return to the field, the unit will guide
you back to the last point and then simply resume the job.

Exclusive Steering Guide
The Outback
S-Lite features
a Steering
Guide that
shows the
proper nose
heading based upon a point well in advance of the
tractor’s current position. This gives the operator steering
instructions “prior to” getting off track. This technology
dramatically improves accuracy, reduces overlap and skip
and simplifies operation.

Multiple Applications
Utilize the S-Lite for everything from spraying to tillage.
And, when you’re ready to change to another tractor,
combine or sprayer, the S-Lite can be moved in minutes.

Portability
The portable S-Lite includes everything needed to quickly
install and power up the system.

Affordability
Now you can add all of the accuracy and costs
savings of precision GPS to your operation. The S-Lite
is WAAS enabled with no annual subscription fees. With
easy installation and set-up, the savings on inputs start
the minute you turn it on.

Expandable
The S-Lite is readily expandable for future applications.
Ground Speed Interface (GSI) simulates speed and can
replace radar or wheel sensors while GPS output quickly
interfaces with other precision farming equipment in your
operation.

Outback Guidance
Outback Guidance is the ground agriculture
brand of AgJunction, one of the leading suppliers of
precision GPS for agriculture. For over a decade, our
commitment to service and support has helped build a
reputation you can trust. Agricultural producers worldwide
count on the Outback brand to deliver innovation,
performance and results.
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